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SHERWOOD   U3A 
Learn Laugh Live  NEWSLETTER July 2022 

Newsletter Contributions to Sue Robb.                   The last date for newsletter contributions is 28th July 
 

With effect from July 2022 our general meetings on a Thursday will be returning to Turner Hall, 
Mansfield Woodhouse.  As usual the meeting starts at 9.45am and ends at 12 noon with a 
speaker. Unfortunately postal members will not be able to come to these meetings due to the size of the 
hall. However, the Committee will be holding future meetings with postal members only.  In the 
meantime Postal members are all welcome to attend all of the other activities, holidays and groups. 

 

 

SHERWOOD U3A COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2022/2023 

CHAIRMAN JENNY WEAVER 

VICE CHAIRMAN ANN MADDEN 

TREASURER MARGARET TAYLOR 

DEPUTY TREASURER DIANE STOREY 

BUSINESS SECRETARY/HEALTH & SAFETY OFFICER CLAIRE WILKIE 

INTEREST GROUPS COORDINATOR (Joint)/WEB SITE 
COORDINATOR/EQUIP0MENT MANAGE/CHAIR 
SOCIAL EVENTS SUB-COMMITTEE  

LIZ WILSON 

INTEREST GROUPS COORDINATOR (Joint) (Admin.) JANE LOWE 

MINUTES SECRETARY ANN MADDEN 

MEMBERS’ SECRETARY  TERRY DILLON 

JOINT SPEAKER SEEKER DAVE CLARKE 

JOINT SPEAKER SEEKER JEREMY LLOYD 

WELFARE OFFICE SANDRA ROGERS 

COMMITTEE ROLE DAVID GREEN 

 

 

 

Committee Name  

Chairman Jenny Weaver 

Members/Postal Members Secretary     Terry Dillon 

Social Events – members contact Liz Wilson 

Social/Fund Raising Events – Postal members contact Terry Dillon 

Treasurer 
(incl.booking venues) 

Margaret Taylor 

Deputy Treasurer (Groups) Diane Storey 

Health & Safety Claire Wilkie 

Welfare Sandra Rogers 
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Groups  

Cinema/Oriental/Continental Dining/Strolling Jenny Weaver 

Days Out Jean Baker 

Heritage/Holidays Liz Wilson 

National Trust Denise Whitsed 

International Dining Jeremy Lloyd 

Theatre Visits Sheila Whalley 

 

 
  

NOTICES   
 

THIS MONTH’S SPEAKER 
                July   Emma Sheardown     “There’s No Such Word as Can’t” 
If I had said "I can't" at stages throughout my life, then: I wouldn't be walking, I wouldn't be talking, I wouldn't have 

brought home gold for my country from World and European Championships. And... I wouldn't be able to Motivate and Inspire 
YOU! 
 
 
 

September     Fools Gold (acoustic musicians)    “Stormy Stories” 
A collection of songs - well known and original, loosely arranged under the 'Stormy Stories' title. Although some songs are very 
familiar, their stories are usually new to audiences.  Lots of singing, joining in, and a good few laughs in this one. The songs are 
supported by their stories and fascinating visuals. 
 

New Members 
As you know we have kept a waiting list for anyone wanting to become a member of Sherwood u3a but the capacity 
of Turner Hall meant that prospective members had to wait for a place to become available, sometimes for many 
years. We then decided to introduce Postal Membership which gave postal members the opportunity to join in all 
groups and activities except for attending the monthly meetings. This has proven very successful with 43 postal 
members at the moment with many who have now become full members. 
The committee has now decided that anyone who wants to join Sherwood u3a will only be offered postal 
membership until such time as a full membership place becomes available. This will allow them make full use of all 
that is available to them while waiting for full membership. We will no longer keep a list of names of interested 
potential members. The only list will be that of postal members.                      Terry Dillon    Members Secretary  
 
 

Member’s Code of Conduct 
Introduction  The member code of conduct clarifies the standard of behaviour expected from each U3A member. 
1.1 Scope        Relevant to all U3A members 
Member Code of Conduct   U3A members are expected to conduct themselves in line with the Movement’s Guiding 

Principles.    Specifically:  
 Members are expected to treat each other with dignity and respect. 

 Members are expected to know, follow and promote the Principles of the U3A Movement at every opportunity.  

 Members must always act in the best interests of Sherwood U3A and the U3A Movement, strive to uphold its 
reputation and never do anything which could bring their own, another U3A or the U3A Movement into disrepute or 
expose it to undue risk.  

 Members are expected to use Sherwood U3A’s resources responsibly and only to further its stated charitable 
objects/purposes.  

 Members are expected to abide by the current organisational policies of Sherwood U3A, regardless of whether it 
conflicts with their personal views.  

 Members are expected to abide by Sherwood U3A’s procedures and practices.  
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 In memory of Jean Hymas, a dear friend, sister in law and U3A member. 
 

Jean joined the U3a after the passing of her late husband George, we became 
friends, Margaret was Jean’s sister in law.  George and Jean ran a Garden Nursery 
in Bestwood.   She leaves her three children Raymond, Robert and Gail. 
Jean enjoyed Days Out, the National Trust and the Strollers Walking Group.  She 
was also a member of the Gardening Group.  Anything you wanted to know about 
gardening, plants etc. Jean would know the answer. 
She also enjoyed U3A holidays to Thursford and Scotland with Margaret. 
We went on quite a few holidays together, always looking for a bargain holiday.  
We visited Cornwall, Devon, Lincolnshire and Norfolk. 
We had many a laugh especially on one of our trips to Skegness in April.  We had a 
lovely new caravan, doubled glazed, central heating throughout.  We'd had some 

sunny days but this particular morning I woke up early to a noise.  It sounded as though someone was moving 
furniture around.  I thought it was Jean, what's Jean doing.  I quietly opened my bedroom door, but all was quiet 
coming from Jeans room.  I heard the noise again I thought it must be workmen working outside.  Jean had woken by 
now and again we heard the noise.  We looked out of the window and started laughing, it had snowed overnight and 
it was the sound of the snow sliding down the roof of the caravan.  How we laughed. It didn’t stop us going out, we 
had a trip to Anderby Creek and then to Mablethorpe.  On the way home we called at Tattershall Castle which 
belongs to the National Trust. 
In Newquay, we had a stroll and stopped for a drink, I was browsing the menu, oh dear, a Knickerbocker Glory was on 
the menu, I couldn’t resist having one.  Jean laughed when it came, “you’re never going to eat all that.” “Yes I am and 
I’m going to enjoy it.” 
Cheers Jean!  Happy memories of a dear friend and sister in law.  I will be having another Knickerbocker Glory on 
holiday, laughing and  smiling and remembering you and the happy times spent with you and the U3A. 
Margaret Hymas, Kathleen Butler. 

 

 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT - Jenny Weaver 

I am very pleased to take over as Chair from Jeremy at the AGM on the 9th June 2022.  Both Jeremy and Liz had had a 

very difficult time steering Sherwood u3a through the Covid period over the last two years but have done it 

brilliantly, along with the support of the full Committee.  I am sure my job will hopefully be a lot easier.   Things are 

going back to normal at Turner Hall with new kitchen and toilets completed and the numbers of people who can 

attend being at pre Covid levels.  

What a start I had 

along with everyone 

who went to the 

Platinum 

Celebrations on 23rd 

June.  The Hall 

looked magnificent 

with all the flags and 

bunting, the cakes were plentiful and really delicious with a bottle of bubbly 

on each table to toast the Queen.  Everyone thoroughly enjoyed it and to top it off the weather was perfect.  My 

thanks go to the entire Social sub Committee for all the time and effort put into this event to make it such a success.  

Things generally are now getting back to normal although we cannot continue to invite the Postal members to the 

monthly meetings at Turner Hall.   The Committee will keep the numbers attending meetings  under constant review 

to see if we could increase the numbers that could attend the meetings .   At the next Committee meeting we will be 

arranging a number of coffee mornings for Postal members to attend and along with the monthly newsletter and 

website, will keep the Postal membership fully informed of all activities.  

We have plenty to look forward to over the next few months with holidays, days out to various venues and a variety 

of social events.  I look forward to meeting you all at these events and getting to know you a lot better. 
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TREASURE HUNT 

Start at   FOREST TOWN ARENA 

5pm  Tuesday, 9
th

 August 

Cost £7 – includes Burger, Hot Dog or Chip 

Cob 

Tickets now available Contact: Liz Wilson 

Rita Foulkes was presented with a bouquet of flowers on her well-earned 

retirement from the committee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GROUP NEWS 
KEEP FIT 
Sorry but we are having to close the Keep Fit classes due to lack of support.  Jenny Weaver. 
LUNCH GROUP 
27th July  Larch Farm, Ravenshead  The meal is booked for 1pm.  Contact: Sue Haywood                   
INTERNATIONAL DINING 
2nd August     The Elm Tree, Heath, Derbys, S44 5SE  Contact: Jeremy Lloyd       
ORIENTAL DINING 
Thursday 28th July Porterhouse, Annesley.  Steak night 6.30 for dining at 7.00pm. Contact: Jenny Weaver  
STROLLING 
Dukeries, the Dukeries Garden Centre, A60, Worksop, S80 3ND meet in main car park (free) Leader  Sue Rathbone 
 7th July   10.30am   Rufford Park   £4 per car. Main car park   Led by Jenny Weaver.  
WALKING  

July cancelled for Stamford and Burleigh House visit. 

2nd August  Cresswell Crags  4miles (easy) Start: Dukeries Garden Centre car park, S80 3LW 10.00am (Morrison's 

9.00am) 

RAMBLING 
Wed 13th July  Barlborough  5miles   (Easy)  Start:  Barlborough Village Hall, S43 4ET 
Thurs 21st         Idle Valley  6miles   (Easy)  Start: Idle Valley Car Park, DN22 8SG 
Wed 12th Aug  The Bramley Apple Trail  6/7miles   (Easy)  Start: Car Park opposite Southwell Minster NG25 0HD 
DAYS OUT 
Tuesday 27th September  Bakewell and Jodrell Bank £22.  Free time in Bakewell, leaving at 11.45am to journey to 
Jodrell Bank where at 2.30pm there will be a Planetarium Show which is included in the price.    It is advisable to 
bring your own lunch as the cafe at Jodrell Bank is very small.  They do not accept cash - card payments only.   The 
coach will return at 5pm. Booking opens at the general meeting  14th July.  Leaving Iceland at 8.50am and Morrisons 
at 9.05.  (Contact Jean Baker  2 J’s Outings) 
NATIONAL TRUST 
PLEASE NOTE that there have been several changes for various reasons – difficulty booking, prohibitive price of 
transport!! 
5th September  Keddleston Hall  Pick up Morrison’s 9am and Iceland 9.15am Return 3.00pm. Booking opens July – 
Price £15 Cheques made payable to Sherwood u3a 
26th October  Nostell Priory  Pick up Morrison’s 9am and Iceland 9.15am. Return 3pm. Booking opens August – Price 
£15 Cheques made payable to Sherwood u3a. Contacts for both above - Denise Whitsed, Liz Wilson 
HERITAGE 
Thursday 11th August  Welbeck Brewery. The tour of this local brewery will start at 5 pm and last approximately 45 
minutes, followed by a sampling of beer or alternative drink for the non-beer drinkers.  We shall then have a buffet 
provided by Harley Café.  The total cost is £15 for the tour and buffet. Bookings open at the June monthly meeting  
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16th November  National Holocaust Museum, Laxton £8 Booking open September. Cheques Sherwood u3a. No bus 
but if lift wanted pick up can be  arranged at Morrison’s at 9.30am.  
The people who run the museum have asked for our support as they have found the Covid period difficult.  As it is 
famous all over the world and is the UK National Museum we would like to support them.  
HOLIDAYS 
10th-17th September Giants of North Wales – balances due. NT members £779, non NT £816 these amounts are 
minus deposit. Cheques payable to “Just for Groups” (see diary of dates for contact details) 
 
 
 

HERITAGE GROUP VISIT TO NOTTINGHAM CASTLE 
A merry band of 18 Sherwood u3a Members ‘stormed’ the recently reopened Nottingham Castle on 

Wednesday 25th May. The sky was grey, but rain held off as we started the 
tour.  On being checked off at the Gatehouse, some early arrivers slipped off 
for a coffee in the cafe just inside the Castle.  At 11am, when all present, we 

strode up the paths to the Ducal Palace. 
On reaching the Palace we all split up and made our 
ways to different parts of the building. Several of us 
looked at the view. From the Castle there is a panorama 
of half of Nottingham, looking towards Trent Bridge 
Cricket Ground on one side and St. Mary's Church on the 
other. 

The building itself holds galleries on 5 levels, including the Robin Hood 
Adventure in the Lower Basement, the Rebellion Gallery, with tales of the Civil 
War, the Luddites and the 1831 fire at the Castle, an Early Nottingham Craft Gallery, Lace Gallery and Art Gallery in 
the upper floors. 
As I went round and in e mail discussions a few days later, I asked some 
members for their impressions of the Castle. 
The Robin Hood Adventure was popular with a lot of people, including 

Marilyn, Jenny and Chris Wilson.  There several 
screens told the stories of Robin Hood and there 
were interactive activities including archery and 
using a quarterstaff.  Chris particularly enjoyed 
the archery.   
Eileen Wass liked the pictures in the Art Gallery 

and the Lace display, particularly a Victorian dress in that section.  
Mollie Wright “considered the Rebellion Gallery, 
presented an informative description of the various 
events which shaped Nottingham's history”, while 

“the Creative Galleries did justice to the arts which are associated with the city, especially 
the Lace industry.”  She particularly admired the selection of lace fashions. 
May Barron was impressed with a Battle of Britain Memorial in lace, among other things.  
Kathryn Horberry considered each area of the Castle. 
“I really enjoyed the trip to Nottingham Castle.  There was so much of interest to see in 
the galleries that after visiting the caves I went round the galleries again!  The Art 
exhibition made one appreciate the role of the women in the Second World War.  The 
Lace Gallery showed how the dresses had changed through the ages and that machines 
had eventually been developed to produce lace.  In the Ceramics Gallery it was surprising 
to learn that Nottingham was famous for its pottery at one time.” 
Gwen Parkes and Helen Pooley enjoyed looking at the paintings in the Art Gallery. 
Although people did enjoy the day, not everyone was totally happy with the Castle’s new makeover.  Eileen Plumb 
preferred the building as it was before, while Ann Madden, Liz Wilson and myself felt more could have been done to 
make it increasingly attractive for children, although we liked the Robin Hood Adventure in that respect. 
Despite these one or two adverse comments, people said they had enjoyed the day.  We all wended our way back 
home in our own time and in some cases via other attractions!                                                                           Claire Wilkie 
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Garden Group visit to Cascades Garden near Matlock 

The history of the site dates back to 1791 when it was a corn mill. Following 
this the present house was built in the 19th century, with no history of there 
ever being a garden. There has been a lead mine and a quarry on the site.  The 
present owners amazing imagination to create the garden is a great credit to 
him.  The site has a natural landscape of a cliff with a brook running though. 
The influence of the garden is Japanese with a large Golden Buddha and other 
Japanese features.  The garden is divided into many seated areas to provide 
karma and meditation. The sound of water can always be heard.  Trees, shrubs 
and flowers have all been planted.  The group enjoyed following the paths 
round the garden with the more able climbing the steep path up the cliff.  The 
reward was a spectacular view of the gardens below. 
From the garden we then visited Tansley Garden Centre for an excellent lunch 
and of course a ‘browse’ of the plants. Our thanks to our driver who gave us a 
lovely tour of countryside around Matlock also to Marilyn Dillon for organizing 
the trip.                        Marilyn Hughes 
 

 

 

Covid! What Covid?     This photograph was taken in February 2019, way before COVID had ever been 

discovered.  Then came lock down and illness! 

This picture was taken in the same spot in May 2022, after Covid was 
over. Three from 
the first have left 
but in this Colin is 
back and Peter and 
Katherine have 
joined.  Gladys and I 
are taking the 
photos! 
The main difference 

is that we used to do this Three Nottinghamshire Villages walk early 
in the year because it is local. We start in Fiskerton, walk to 
Rolleston, then onto Morton and finally, back along the river Trent 
bank to Fiskerton. However, because of transport difficulties many 
of our walks must be more local. Hence, we did it on a beautiful May Day and fully enjoyed the different season. 

Crossing a small tributary we played Poo Sticks – Margaret won, and Jean 
came second. Arriving at Morton we enjoyed a well-deserved drink and picnic 
outside the pub instead of inside and as you can see sunned ourselves!                                                                                                
Liz Wilson 
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Photography on the AfrIcan Queen ??????????? 
 
The sun shone brightly as 12 intrepid explorers boarded our African Queen for a trip along the Congo River!  Oops 
sorry, it was a canal boat called the Hugh Henshall and it sailed from the Shireoaks Marina near Worksop.  It was 
manned by 6 wonderful volunteers from the Chesterfield Canal Trust.  They took us along the canal, let some of us 

steer, fed us 
drinks and a 
delivered a 

scrumptious 
afternoon tea 
to each of 
us.  Some 
explorers got 
off at one of the 
many locks we 
negotiated and 

walked along part of the tow path. 
It was a beautiful drift along the water, admiring the 
cottages and gardens along the way.  It was so relaxing.  
Some of us have picked out our next holiday home! 
Our crew found a pretty shaded area, put tables and chairs 

out for us, played 
background music 
while we enjoyed our afternoon tea. Some finished it off with an ice cream! 
Throughout the whole trip, we were given the history and local knowledge 
by George!  Thank you to all 
of the crew who could not 
have done any more for us. 
If you have been entertained 
by our trip up the Congo, 
sorry Canal, go to the 
Chesterfield Canal Trust 
online and pick a canal trip 
for yourselves.  If there are 
twelve of you, you can 
charter your own canal boat!!  
Cannot promise Humphrey 
Bogart or Katharine Hepburn 
will join you!! 
 
Pat Collins and the 

Photography for Fun group.  
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Cannon Hall….. Sunshine and Smiles 

Is a country house museum west of Barnsley, South Yorkshire. Originally the home of the Spencer and later the 
Spencer-Stanhope family. 

It now houses collections of fine furniture, paintings, ceramics and 
glassware.  This is a sample of a “cottage” made entirely out of glass. 
One of our members “found” the dressing up box and as you know 
u3a members never grow too old to “play” - she was definitely going 
to the ball.                      Margaret Taylor 
 
As you can see from the pictures, the weather was perfect, especially 
as the bus dropped us 
at the top of the hill 
near the Hall and Café.  
This meant that we 
only had to walk down 

to meet the bus at the bottom car park and not up the hill (quite a 
gradient)! 
Of course, though there were beautiful grounds to discover and 
explore as well as an amazing Hall, the 
first place everyone headed for was the 
White Bull Café which was adjacent to 
the Farm. 
After fueling our energy most did go on 
to Explore, Learn and Discover! 
We tried costumes, learnt about the 
many beautiful artifacts, the staff, the 
customs, the glass ware (ask Claire about 
the Fire extinguisher), the upstairs with 
its lovely ballroom and dining room and 
downstairs with its kitchen and amazingly 
large servant’s dining room!      Liz Wilson 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


